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A Guide to Our Learning Data  

Construction Services



Services offered by Baobab

1) The creation/collection of learning data using proprietary tools
Here at Baobab, we have developed a range of specialist tools for creating and 

collecting image and sound data, so that we are able to consistently and speedily 

provide high-quality learning data that matches the needs of our clients.

Trained workers for Baobab (whom we like to call "Baoparts") use the tools that we 

will introduce in this guide to collect and create data.
*All the tools introduced in this guide are special tools for Baoparts.

2) Assisting in the creation of work guidelines and manuals
We help clients establish the rules and manuals to be used in data creation and 

collection.

3) Quality control
Before they start work, Baoparts are trained according to the rules particular to each 

project.

Additionally, Baobab admins and Baopart leaders can check data and carry out 

rigorous data quality control from the management screens of each of the tools.
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Introduction to the Tools We Use

in Our Learning Data  

Construction Services

*All the tools introduced are for the use of Baoparts
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An Introduction to the Photo & 

Video Captioning Tool

Baobab-Caption

We have developed a web tool for captioning photos and videos, called Baobab-

Caption. It even supports multiple languages, such as English and Chinese. So, if you 

are in the situation where you need multiple captions for a video, or wish to rapidly 

create learning data from tens of thousands of images, please leave it to us.



What is Baobab-Caption?

- Baobab-Caption is a web tool that can be used to caption photos

(The Baobab-Caption Baopart view)



What you can accomplish with Baobab-Caption

A man is 

standing

A man wearing 

white clothes

A man making 

shaved ice

A man is standing 

next to a table

A woman is 

watching a man

Selling shaved 

ice outside 

- Have up to 8 Baoparts simultaneously caption a photo or video

(Resulting in up to 8 captions per photo or video)

- Create captions in multiple languages, such as English and Chinese, 

in addition to Japanese



The data output from Baobab-Caption

- Data is delivered in CSV format.

(CSV file)

Image File Caption Text

xxxx (file name) .png A man is standing

xxxx (file name) .png A man wearing white clothes

xxxx (file name) .png A man making shaved ice

xxxx (file name) .png A man is standing next to a table

xxxx (file name) .png A woman is watching a man

xxxx (file name) .png Selling shaved ice outside
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Image collection and tagging/captioning 

application

Moringa-i



What is Moringa-i?

- Moringa-i is an application for smartphones that allows users to collect 

images, and tag/caption images that have been submitted.

(Screenshot of the project list in the app)



What you can accomplish with Moringa-i

- Image collection (jpeg format; collection of images in other countries is also possible)

- Adding tags/captions to collected images

- Adding tags/captions to images submitted by clients

- In addition to Japanese, the app is available in English and Chinese (simplified and 

traditional) *Tags are in English only

(The captioning screen)

An image can be assigned up to 3 

captions (max 100 characters 

each)

(The tagging screen)

Up to 20 tags can be added to 

an image



The data output of Moringa-i

- Collected image data is in jpeg format

- Tag/caption data is delivered in CSV format

[CSV file for tags/captions added to collected images]

*GPS data is only obtained with the consent of the Baopart.

[CSV file for tags/captions added to images provided by the client]

Filename Latitude Longitude Country Address Tag 1 Tag 2 Caption 1 Caption 2 Caption 3

file_00001.jpg xx.xxxxxx xx.xxxxxx Japan

Yurakucho, 

Chiyoda-ku, 

Tokyo, 〒xxx-

xxxx, Japan outside landscape

A bird is flying in 

the blue sky

file_00002.jpg xx.xxxxxx xx.xxxxxx England

Bloomsbury, 

London, WC1B 

3DG, England outside city

Three people are 

standing on the 

pavement.

Filename Tag 1 Tag 2 Caption 1 Caption 2 Caption 3

file_00001.jpg outside landscape A bird is flying in the blue sky

file_00002.jpg outside city Three people are standing on the pavement.
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Sound collection and tagging application

Moringa-v



What is Moringa-v?

- Moringa-v is an application for smartphones that allows users to

collect and tag sounds.

(Screenshot of the project list in the app)



What you can accomplish with Moringa-v

- Sound collection (WAV format; collection of sounds in other countries is also possible)

- Adding tags to collected sounds

- In addition to Japanese, the app is available in various languages, such as English and 

Chinese *Tags are in English only

(Sound collection screen)

Up to 30 seconds of audio can be 

recorded

(The tagging screen)

Up to 20 tags can be added to a 

sound



The data output of Moringa-v

- Sound data is in WAV format

- Tag data is delivered in CSV format

(CSV file)

Filename Tag 1 Tag 2 Tag 3 Tag 4 Tag 5 Tag 6

filename_00001.wav noises crowd morning

filename_00002.wav people stormy city night

filename_00003.wav noises night
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Rectangular region creation and 

annotation tool

Hawk



What is Hawk?

- Hawk is a web tool that can be used to enclose particular objects in an 

image in rectangular regions, and annotate them.

(Hawk work screen)



What you can accomplish with Hawk

- Append rectangular regions and annotations to images

(An example of rectangular regions being added to an image)

It is also possible to enclose even more minute details in the image in rectangular 

regions.



The data output from Hawk

- Data is delivered in json format.

(json file)
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Region definition and feature point 

annotation tool for images

Baobab Pose Annotation



What is Baobab Pose Annotation?

- Baobab Pose Annotation is a web tool that can be used to define polygon 

regions that enclose objects of interest in images, and annotate their feature 

points.

（Baobab Pose Annotation work screen）



What you can accomplish with Baobab Pose Annotation

- Define polygon regions that enclose objects of interest in images, and annotate  

their feature points.

For example, this tool enables one to annotate the feature points of people and 

animals, such as facial features and body parts (eyes, nose, ears, mouth, 

shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, ankles, etc.), as well as define regions 

that enclose the object of interest.

（An example of an object in an image being marked up with 

feature point annotations and enclosed in a polygon region.）
Multiple objects can be annotated and enclosed in regions

per image.



The data output from Baobab Pose Annotation

- Data is delivered in CSV format.

(CSV file)

Image File Name Key Points Segmentation

sample_image.JPG

[[{"name":"nose","position":[458.18,421.23]},{"name":"left
eye","position":[413.84,338.09]},{"name":"right
eye","position":[349.18,437.86]},{"name":"left
ear","position":[302.99,219.85]},{"name":"right
ear","position":[155.19,406.45]},{"name":"left
shoulder","position":[515.45,360.26]},{"name":"right
shoulder","position":null},{"name":"left
elbow","position":[696.51,530.23]},{"name":"right
elbow","position":[580.12,637.39]},{"name":"left
wrist","position":[714.98,803.66]},{"name":"right
wrist","position":[530.23,859.09]},{"name":"left
hip","position":[1030.91,356.57]},{"name":"right
hip","position":null},{"name":"left
knee","position":[1102.96,521]},{"name":"right
knee","position":null},{"name":"left
ankle","position":[1265.54,563.49]},{"name":"right
ankle","position":[1115.89,587.51]}]]

[[{"segment":[[55.43,349.18],[125.63,339.94],[199.53,341.79],[227.24,258.65],[229.09,216.16],[2
08.77,133.02],[219.85,109],[291.91,142.26],[327.01,175.51],[376.89,212.46],[447.1,253.11],[478.
5,299.3],[554.25,286.36],[698.36,254.96],[790.73,253.11],[877.56,266.04],[982.87,293.75],[1029.
06,299.3],[1029.06,245.72],[1060.46,221.7],[1115.89,221.7],[1130.67,319.62],[1123.28,351.03],[
1152.84,415.69],[1173.16,450.79],[1219.35,460.03],[1237.83,476.66],[1291.4,567.18],[1339.44,6
68.8],[1354.22,726.07],[1337.59,755.63],[1315.42,772.26],[1289.56,764.87],[1245.21,729.76],[12
24.89,689.12],[1226.74,600.44],[1182.4,589.35],[1208.27,659.56],[1191.64,711.29],[1158.38,727.
92],[1104.81,663.25],[1095.57,604.13],[908.97,618.91],[803.66,600.44],[748.24,585.66],[746.39,
679.88],[744.54,775.95],[751.93,831.38],[763.02,886.8],[748.24,908.97],[718.68,945.92],[674.34,
958.85],[654.02,912.67],[618.91,884.95],[637.39,822.14],[631.85,763.02],[626.3,727.92],[605.98,
783.34],[600.44,864.63],[585.66,942.23],[589.35,984.72],[563.49,993.96],[548.71,1030.91],[487.
74,1010.58],[465.57,955.16],[485.89,896.04],[493.28,849.85],[506.22,803.66],[487.74,729.76],[4
10.15,665.1],[323.31,580.12],[314.08,530.23],[245.72,506.22],[173.67,469.27],[70.21,430.47],[42.
49,378.74]]}]]
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Others: In addition to work using the tools that we 

have introduced, we also create and evaluate 

bilingual scenarios in multiple languages, and 

more, so do not hesitate to contact us with 

whatever request you have concerning the 

creation of learning data.


